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טפסנוק וו.מ.ב  OverviewManufacturerBMWProduction2007 ( רושק בג  רהמ  תותלד  ןונגסהלבק 4  בכרהדלשו  ףוג  [2] ומצע בצעמ  ביבח  ןאוטנא  םירכ  [ 1] תווצ לש  ףשכ  קנודיוה  ןאו  ןאירדא  בצעמ  ( טפסנוק תינוכמ  BMW 7 הרדס  (E65)PowertrainEngine6.0 L V12[3 םידממ Wheelbase3,142.0 טפסנוק ץניא )'  53.5  ) ממ  1,358.9 הבוג '( ץניא  200.8  ) ממ  5,100.3 ךרוא '( ץניא  123.7  ) ממ  BMW CS אוה
תינמרגה בכרה  תינרצי  ידי  לע  הנושארל  הגצוהש  טפסנוק  תינוכמ   BMW יאחגנשב תנשב 2007   Auto Show. תא רצייל  ןתינ  יכ  הנעט  וו.מ.ב   CS Concept, ירחוס ידי  לע  תנשב 2007  תויבויח  תוינושאר  תורעה  תובקעב   BMW. לש הרוצב  רוצייל  סנכוי  ןויערה  יכ  וו.מ.ב  לש  העדוה  רחאל  תאז   BMW Gran Turismo. ילכלכ רבשמ  תובקעב  תוילכלכ  תוביס  לשב  רבמבונב 2008  רוציי  תוינכות  הלטיב  וו.מ.ב 

7 [ ] 6  ] .ימלוע ] Design and rear view features based on the 7 Series platform (E65), the CS concept includes future design cues on BMW cars. The front fascia features the BMW split grille, which is larger than previous BMW models and is now integrated with the bumper. There are also turning indicators on the side. The headlights contain an eyebrow. In the
back, the vehicle has rectangular ejector reliefs integrated into the bumper. The CS features a custom version of the BMW S85 V10 engine with two additional cylinders and an enlarged 6.0-liter displace. The CS concept is a fast sedan that includes many new innovations for BMW, such as doorrests that only come out when sensors detect movement. It has
slightly larger dimensions than the BMW 7 Series (E65). [8] [9] These design cues can be found on the 2009 7 Series (F01), the 2010 5 Series Gran Turismo (F07), and the 2011 5 Series sedan (F10). The BMW 6 Series 2012 (F12/13) Coupe/Convertible and Gran Coupe (four-door coupe) and 2012 3 Series (F30) also have these external features as well.
References ^ 2007 BMW Concept CS. Car Mag. 22 June 2007. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ in 2007 a BMW CS concept took place in 2007. April 20, 2007. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ in 2010, a BMW Gran Natorismo/concept CS. Car and driver was cancelled. January 2009. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ in 2010, BMW Gran
Turismo - Car News - took place. Car and driver. Hecht Filipacci madayas. June 2008. On July 7, 2008, he held July 7, 2008. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ in 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Automobile. Haymarket Consumer Media. November 5, 2007. On December 10, 2008, he
edited December 10, 2008. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ in 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. BMW decides not to build Concept CS. Autoblog.com^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the
Nobel Peace Prize. Carbodydesign.com 2007-04-21. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ in 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Leftlanenews.com. 2008-11-04. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ EXTERNAL LINKS CARversation on BMW YouTube video retrieved from 10-23-
2018, 07:01 #1 BMW CS &amp; CSL's Global Moderator Origins Models featured in BIMMERPOST.com BIMMERPOST NEWS With the advent of F82 M4 CS, F80 M3 CS, and talk of possible future CS and CSL models, it is only appropriate to take a short trip down memory lane to explore the origins of CS and CSL tags. The ancestor of the 6th and 8 series
coupe series The story begins with the 1960s BMW Neue Klasse (En: New Class) bringing some pretty touching but sporting coupe to BMW's portfolio. The Neue Klasse coupe, as they were collectively known, had model designations such as the BMW 2000 C and bmw 2000 CS, for example, where C= coupe and CS=coupe sport, score the sporty version.
By the time neue Klasse's register was replaced by the E9 register, the CS 2800 replaced the two Hennell tags and the new CS 3.0 and 3.0 CSi (i= injected fuel name) were introduced. 3.0 CSL &amp; The Birth of BMW Motorsport GmbH It was also around this time that BMW began setting its sights on motor racing tour. A small racing department within
BMW, which would later be refolled as BMW Motorsport GmbH in 1972, appeared to be a specialty from ALPINA, which was very successful in the motor racing tour at the time. In comes CSL. Building on leverage, where there was a CS model (coupe sport), this new racing car will be called the Leicht Sports Coupe, or CSL. The birth of the CSL tag on CSL
3.0 will be remembered as BMW Motorsport's first successful project in which the CSL 3.0 is now often synonymous with, a metaphorical reference to the birth of BMW M. CSL=Leicht Sports Coupe (En: Copa Sport Light [Weight]) C is for this sleepy coupe onwards, the name CSL will take a break for several decades while in future generations, The place
occupied by the E9 Coupe will eventually evolve into an E24 6 series register (and later as an E31 8 series register) when BMW simplified its firming (i.e., 02-&gt; E21 3 Series, Neue Klasse Sedans -&gt; E12 5 Series, Six/E3 -&gt; E23 7 Series). The traditional name set (Utilization C for Coupe, S for Sport, i Fuel Injection) will be saved in the sergoat of coupe
models, such as the 635 CSi, 840 Ci, 850 CSi. This naming system later expanded to all two-door models, where BMW Coupes and Cabriolets of all shapes and sizes (including 3 Coupe/Cabriolets 3 Series), continued to use the C serf as a score of its body style (i.e., 330 Ci, 645 Ci) even in the mid-2000s. CSL was reborn as the BMW M3 status quo that
lasted for some time, and after a long pause, the CSL designation was revived as a special model, the E46 M3 CSL in 2003. After such a long absence, CSL became essentially obscure in the memory of When the M badge actually became the most coveted badge that had instant luxury that carried the pedigree and fame of BMW Motorsport, it was a
success. Of course, BMW intended to invite CSL to special events from now on and BMW sought to chart CSL's connection between its new Motorsport 3 Series division product and the CSL 3.0 (promoted in series 6). Repeat CS alias, kind of... After a short run of the M3 CSL, where it was widely successful in both the press and its enthusiasts, BMW found
demand for some of the improvements found in the M3 CSL in a more accessible package. The M3 with competition package (option code: ZCP) was presented with improvements from the CSL M3 partial basket, such as shorter jack ratio, larger rotor discs, M track mode, Alcantara jack, etc. In the UK, the M3 equipped with ZCP was sold as the M3 CS (tag
sans CS), but through this success, the CS/Coupe Sport there, for the first time, was applied to the BMW M3, although only on a seemingly official basis. Reinterpretation of CS &amp; CSL while the CSL name has not made an official return since the subsequent special E46 M3/4s were called GTS, CRT), in 2017, where CS made its official debut/return on
the BMW M4 CS, shortly afterwards, the BMW M3 CS was also introduced. C to the competition? With the F80 M3 CS, we see BMW apply the CS name to a 4-door sedan for the first time. This time, CS models are placed above the M3/M4 competition pack models, and below the theoretical M3/M4 CSL (which has not yet officially returned). It was natural to
reinterpret the CS name, based on the current hierarchy, that CS no longer represents Coupe Sports, but on sports competition. What to expect in the future? It's safe to say that BMW is slowly establishing a hierarchy within its Model M range with F-side models. With chassis G, I suspect this structure will mature into a concrete hierarchy, where it will
probably look as follows (using 4 Series/M4 as an example): 430i 430i (w/M Sports Package) M440i M4 M4 Competition M4 CS M4 CSL 10-24-2018, 09:58 #2: BMW 230i Join Date: Aug 2018 Location: Hampshire Great summary and even better photos, thank you. There are inconsistencies in BMW's insatiability strategy, even at the same time. For example,
630CS and 633CSi, Imitation of the names of old coupe 635CSi took over 633CSi with sportier pretensions (but not M) M635CSi - full-fat M - indeed officially the tag referred to simultaneously in some places as the M6 635CSi gave way to 8 50i in 1989 - was originally a tag like 850i and did not become 850Ci until 1994-ish after 840Ci appeared 850CSi was
another example of almost M but not the tag as such two-door E30 had no register at all, The E36 register didn't have the C in there, E46s did, so E92s not again, and F3x There was a whole different number, as well as CS, CS and CSi/A/L tags, there are examples of almost M or M-lite cars without M tags or some M tags, M before and after the name or
number, M with one number which usually indicates full M-ness but not exactly, M-lite cars and non-M-lite cars that exist simultaneously with the same running equipment...       10-24-2018, 01:03 #3 Global Moderator Quote: Originally published by ScottAndrew Great summary and even better photos, thank you. There are inconsistencies in BMW's insatiability
strategy, even at the same time. For example, 630CS and 633CSi, Imitation of the names of old coupe 635CSi took over 633CSi with sportier pretensions (but not M) M635CSi - full-fat M - indeed officially the tag referred to simultaneously in some places as the M6 635CSi gave way to 8 50i in 1989 - was originally a tag like 850i and did not become 850Ci
until 1994-ish after 840Ci appeared 850CSi was another example of almost M but not the tag as such two-door E30 had no register at all, The E36 register didn't have the C in the name, the E46s did, Then the E92s didn't again, and the Coupe F3x had a very different number, as well as C, CS and CSi/A/L tags, there are examples of almost M or M-lite cars
with no specific M tags or M tags before and after the name or number , M with a single number which usually indicates full M-ness but not exactly, M-lite cars and non-M-lite cars that exist simultaneously with the same running equipment... Thank you for sharing your thoughts and being right about the inconsistencies. For example, the 850CSi was a full
BMW M product with a VIN WBS prefix indicating such as an S Series engine (S70B56), but marked with the M-mark in the model definition. Of course, we now know that the reason can be partly attributed to the fact that M GmbH was the M8 in the works, a project that was eventually cancelled, leaving the 850CSi as series 8 at the highest level. Of course,
the M635CSi was M-car through and through, where it is basically the first generation M6 and actually sold as such in Japan and North America alongside the first M5. The two-door E30 (including the M3) of course, as you've already mentioned, there was no cash register in the setting at all. It was actually a two-door sedan (the same as the E21 and 02
series BMWs), hence the sports sedan. Naturally, then, it's easy to see why the C-suffix wouldn't apply to the two-door E30 models, since they weren't reversible in the setting. It's a difference not many people are aware of, and I once tried to explain it here. The two-door E36 is interesting because, for the first time, the 3 series two doors was being marketed
and the coupe machine. But that's where the lines are kind of blurry (gray area, so to speak). Some contemporary literature continued to relate/classify The E36 coupe as a two-door sedan, or through indirect references, such as calling the E36 M3 Coupé a sports car. I would argue that during the E36-E46 generations, the Coupe Series 3 was kind of both a
sedan and a coupe... Kind of compact, sports, coupe-sedan. For all that, the greenhouse and roof line of two E36 and E46 doors were fairly upright (i.e., not sloping) and the seating incensed five passengers (not 2+2). They continued with the same formula as the two-door E30. But of course, as we all know, the two-door E46 will be marketed as a coupe with
its model designations even gaining a C-suffix and until now, a hands-free use of the word coupe has evolved into basically every top fixed car with two doors. With generation E90, the seeds of change were finally implanted. The Coupe Series 3 will become a real checkout by definition, with a completely different exterior design, 2+2 seating, a sloping
roofline and a coupe, a separate internal designation (E92 in this case) in fact, there were early rumors that the E92 would be separated into its own model series (i.e., 4 series). From now on, the nickname C in model names became redundant and irrelevant. BMW decided shortly afterwards that models marketed as a cashier would be separated into their
own series (i.e., 2, 4, 6, 8), making the C-suffix largely obsolete.       10-24-2018, 17:25 #4 Drives: M4 GTS | E46 M3 Join Date: July 2008 Location: FL I love how all this BMW carried the CSL tag has been nothing short of legendary. Sure, there were only two of them, but 2 out of 2 is still 100% BMW destroyed a lot of its heritage, but at least they still have it.
Of course, when I type it in, a BMW executive reads it and says, hold my beer.       10-24-2018, 17:33 #5 Sal Drives: BMW Orange 1M. Join Date: Jun 2018 Location: Post World Great! It is also worth mentioning that two full CSL models were traditionally very expensive; Relative to their era and compared to lesser models. They usually moved the cars to the
next pricing framework. Don't read it. It's too late for that.       10-26-2018, 05:40 #6 Forbidden Drives: BMW 230i Join Date: August 2018 Location: Hampshire Quote: Originally published by law Thanks for sharing your thoughts and you will be right about the inconsistencies. The two-door E36 is interesting because, for the first time, the 3 series two doors was
being marketed and the coupe machine. But that's where the lines are kind of blurry (gray area, so to speak). Some contemporary literature continued to refer to the E36 register as a two-door E36 sedan, or through indirect references, such as calling the E36 M3 a sports sedan. I would argue that during the E36-E46 generations, the Coupe Series 3 was kind
of both a sedan and a coupe... Type of sorting Compact, sport, coupe and sedan thing. For all that, the greenhouse and roof line of two E36 and E46 doors were fairly upright (i.e., not sloping) and the seating incensed five passengers (not 2+2). They continued with the same formula as the two-door E30. But of course, as we all know, the two-door E46 will be
marketed as a coupe with its model designations even gaining a C-suffix and until now, a hands-free use of the word coupe has evolved into basically every top fixed car with two doors. With generation E90, the seeds of change were finally implanted. The Coupe Series 3 will become a real checkout by definition, with a completely different exterior design,
2+2 seating, a sloping roofline and a coupe, a separate internal designation (E92 in this case) in fact, there were early rumors that the E92 would be separated into its own model series (i.e., 4 series). From now on, the nickname C in model names became redundant and irrelevant. BMW decided shortly afterwards that models marketed as a cashier would be
separated into their own series (i.e., 2, 4, 6, 8), making the C-suffix largely obsolete. Great pictures - a real blast from the past! Autocar (a very old driving magazine in the UK) announced breathlessly in the 1990s that the next 3-series 2 Doors would be called series 4. They also announced it in 1998, and again in 2006. Fourth time lucky. To be fair, although
the E36 coupe wasn't so rakish, it wasn't a lower roofline than the salinity, there's much less airspace between the top of the device binnacle and the bottom of the front screen, and the front wings are quite a bit more. And these frameless doors and generous glass house pay attention to the E24 register, which looks more like a two-door sedan
retrospectively! In lighter colours (not dark grey, blue or black anyway), with the 10-29-2018, it was quite elegant to look at: a good point about the E92 coupé sitting at just 4, not 5. 10-29-2018, 07:20 AM #7 //M Drives: 2020 M2C. 2020 X3M Join Date: May 2018 Location: Wisconsin Last week we had on front page news was the F90 M5 CS and I said coupe
sports and some disagreed. Lol thanks for posting ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Enjoy your life ////M 10-29-2018, 08:16
AM #8 Drives Prohibited: 1M, X1 M Sport, E46 325ic Join Date: March 2008 Location: Dallas, Tx History Lessons for Millennial bimwad...       10-29-2018, 08:19 #9/M Drives: 2020 M2C. 2020 X3M Join Date: May 2018 Location: Wisconsin Quote: Originally published by M3 Appraiser History Lessons for Millennial bimwad... If you're a real car enthusiast and
an M fan you should know that!!! Life's too short... Enjoy your life ///M 10-29-2018, 08:21 #10 Main drives: BMW Join Date: Feb 2014 Location: Orlando Big Announcement! Posted this photo years ago regarding future levels of M cars. images attached 10-29-2018, 09:05 #11 Thiel Drives: 2015 F82 M4 FIREORANGE2 Join date: November 2016 Location:
Manhattan Beach also explained
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________CF_Everything,BMW
Photograph: 01of01, GTS DCT, EPS, MDM, CS EDC, Analog Dip, GTS Parts. Euro Vin e30 M3, FIA Cage/ Ratio 14.7 p/w. Euro E30 Tour G30 MSport i3s LBB X5M 3.2carrera 10-29-2018, 09:23 #12 BMW Client Advisor Drives: 2020 M340i Join Date: May 2017 Location: Tully BMW Nashua, NH iTrader: (0) Garage list when I went to M certification class they
told us that CS and CSL are making a return in future models. Contact me for all BMW needs in the New England area. jpichardo@tulley.com's a senior M client in New England.       10-29-2018, 09:59 am #13 Colonel Drives: M4GTS BSM/F90comp/BSM M2CS Join Date: March 2011 Location: Canada I also feel the idea that all proposed versions from the
first bet will help overall depreciation concerns a bit. As a comp release 8 months after the base release falsely disparages that the base model like most original buyers would not check the comp box due to cost anyway. As it stands now it is easy to say the comp (or any variable) is a better version and thus takes away from the base model, when in fact
everyone hold a goal. We'll see.       10-29-2018, 10:18 am #14 Colonel Drives: 2017 M3 MG/SO ZCP DCT Join Date: Dec 2012 Location: North Carolina iTrader: (1) Garage List2 017 BMW M3 [0.00]2013 BMW M3 [0.00] Quote: Originally published by NH_F36 when I went to M certification classroom they told us that CS and CSL are making a return in
future models. Good news, I just really hope the new CSL is better received than the current GTS. Drop the navigation, PDC, and HUD. Think good on a giant wing or facilitate lightning-free release for street use. CSL should not be pure track weapons only and should also be street capable as E46csl.       10-29-2018, 11:49 #15 Sub-Champion Drives: 2015
F82 M4 FIREORANGE2 Join Date: November 2016 Location: Manhattan Beach CS's newest execution ? Attached images ________________ Eendraght Maeckt Macht FOF82,3pedals, MPE, CCBs, multiple cameras, Carbone-Packerkeit, CF_Everything BMWPhotoVin, 01of01, GTS DCT, EPS, MDM, CS EDC, Analog Dip, GTS Parts. Euro Vin e30 M3, FIA
Cage/ Ratio 14.7 p/w. Euro E30 Tour G30 MSport i3s LBB X5M 3.2carrera 10-29-2018, 06:45 #16 Forbidden Drives: 1M, X1 M Sport, E46 325ic Join Date: March 2008 Location: Dallas, Tx Quote: Originally published by NH_F36 when I went to M Qualification They told us that CCS and CSL are making a return in future models. Certification Department M...
Impressive, I can't do that.       10-29-2018, 07:11 PM #17 Sub-Champion Drives: 2015 F82 M4 FIREORANGE2 Join Date: November 2016 Location: Manhattan Beach Quote: Originally published by M3 That Illuminates Quote: Originally published by NH_F36 when I went to the M certification classroom they told us that CS and CSL are making a return in
future models. Certification Department M... Impressive, I can't do that. First safety M_School attached images ____________________ Eendraght Maeckt Macht FOF82,3pedals,MPE, CCBs, Multiple Cameras, CarbonStrucktureAnthracite, CF_Everything BMWPhotoVin, 01of01, GTS DCT, EPS, MDM, CS EDC, Analog Dip, GTS Parts. Euro Vin e30 M3, FIA
Cage/ Ratio 14.7 p/w. Euro E30 Tour G30 MSport i3s LBB X5M 3.2carrera 10-29-2018, 07:22 PM #18 Prohibited Drives: Silverstone M6 CP, Bulldozer, Join Date: September 2013 Location: Orange County, CA Quote: Originally published by law Thanks for sharing your thoughts and you will be right about the inconsistencies. For example, the 850CSi was a
full BMW M product with a VIN WBS prefix indicating such as an S Series engine (S70B56), but marked with the M-mark in the model definition. Of course, we now know that the reason can be partly attributed to the fact that M GmbH was the M8 in the works, a project that was eventually cancelled, leaving the 850CSi as series 8 at the highest level. Of
course, the M635CSi was M-car through and through, where it is basically the first generation M6 and actually sold as such in Japan and North America alongside the first M5. The two-door E30 (including the M3) of course, as you've already mentioned, there was no cash register in the setting at all. It was actually a two-door sedan (the same as the E21 and
02 series BMWs), hence the sports sedan. Naturally, then, it's easy to see why the C-suffix wouldn't apply to the two-door E30 models, since they weren't reversible in the setting. It's a difference not many people are aware of, and I once tried to explain it here. The two-door E36 is interesting because, for the first time, the 3 series two doors was being
marketed and the coupe machine. But that's where the lines are kind of blurry (gray area, so to speak). Some contemporary literature continued to refer to the E36 register as a two-door E36 sedan, or through indirect references, such as calling the E36 M3 a sports sedan. I would argue that during the E36-E46 generations, the Coupe Series 3 was kind of
both a sedan and a coupe... Kind of compact, sports, coupe-sedan. For all that, the greenhouse and roof line of two E36 and E46 doors were fairly upright (i.e., not sloping) and the seating incensed five passengers (not 2+2). They continued very much with the same formula as E30 But of course, as we all know, the two-door E46 will be marketed as a coupe
with its model designations even gaining a C-suffix and until now, a hands-free use of the word coupe has evolved into basically every top fixed car with two doors. With generation E90, the seeds of change were finally implanted. The Coupe Series 3 will become a real checkout by definition, with a completely different exterior design, 2+2 seating, a sloping
roofline and a coupe, a separate internal designation (E92 in this case) in fact, there were early rumors that the E92 would be separated into its own model series (i.e., 4 series). From now on, the nickname C in model names became redundant and irrelevant. BMW decided shortly afterwards that models marketed as a cashier would be separated into their
own series (i.e., 2, 4, 6, 8), making the C-suffix largely obsolete. A great article wondering what the original price range of 8CS-one pictured on the runway might be? Thx 10-29-2018, 09:28 #19 General Quote: Originally published by irishbimmer A major article wondering what the original price range of 8CS-one pictured on the runway might be? Thx Top
Image is a disposable prototype 1990s M8.       10-29-2018, 22:06 #20 Vice Two Drives: 2013 335is Join Date: November 2013 Location: Fort Worth, TX BMW Motorsport GmbH has not developed the CSL 3.0. A recent bmwcca paper explains that it was Aphina who developed the 3.0 CSL. GmbH's contribution was the Batmobile air package. Aphina began
developing the CSL in 1970. The final specs were settled in 1971. Latz founded GmbH in 1972 when he appeared. Leaving it out of CSL history seems a little strange.       10-30-2018, 02:23 #21 Quote: Originally Published by Go Horns! BMW Motorsport GmbH has not developed the 3.0 CSL. A recent bmwcca paper explains that it was Aphina who
developed the 3.0 CSL. GmbH's contribution was the Batmobile air package. Aphina began developing the CSL in 1970. The final specs were settled in 1971. Latz founded GmbH in 1972 when he appeared. Leaving it out of CSL history seems a little strange. Thank you for praising this detail. That must have been my wording in the original post. That wasn't
the point. Anyway, I fixed the operation to fix the misunderstanding. ALPINA was indeed tasked with leading the development of CSL 3.0, since they were the contemporary BMW experts in racing tour cars. It is to BMW's credit that the racing (and people) department within BMW that assisted this collaboration and development will later be officially
incorporated as a BMW Motorsport GmbH in 1972, when more key personnel joined the league. So while 3.0 CSL does before the official establishment of BMW Motorsport GmbH, that doesn't mean the department/division itself didn't exist The development of CSL. It is still widely regarded that the 3.0 CSL is the first piece of the BMW M. Not the first BMW
bearing the M tag, but the car that marked the birth of a BMW.       10-30-2018, 04:17 #22 Main general drives: BMW F11/F31 Join date: Jun 2013 Location: Sweden Great location. Thank you for sharing! Sharing!
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